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CMS Nova & Viva began as a clean slate design, a passion project to usher 
a revival of innovation in power & technology.

Utilising the latest in electronics, plastic moulding design and new finishing 
materials, we have achieved a profile and fascia that uniquely blends 

textures and technology into something stylish and elegant.
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Viva series shown
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Design Process

Nova and Viva’s distinctive profiles form a natural and cohesive extension of the worktop, the absence 
of hard edges and lines give way to an elegant and minimalistic presence.

Nova Viva
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Configurations

Nova & Viva can be specified with either 2 and 3 gang housings to include a diverse range of regional 
power outlets including AU/NZ, US, UK, German, French and Universal, as well as USB-A/C fast-charging 
and soon to include Engage Smart Technology integration.
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3 Gang Configuration
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Fascia Finishes

Nova & Viva can be specified with 4 refined fascia finishes to contrast or blend with the
desired environment.

White Gloss              Black Gloss              Black Matte White Matte              

Nova White Matte

Viva Black Gloss
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Body Finishes

An industry first, CMS has incorporated 
fabric into it’s manufacturing process to 
deliver unprecedented styling flexibility to 
achieve a brand new look above or below 
the desk.
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USB Technology

CMS remains at the forefront of 
developing and incorporating the latest 

USB charging technology into the 
workplace. Nova & Viva 2-gang housing 
can accommodate 30W USB-A/C ports, 

while the 3-gang can accommodate up to 
65W of USB-A/C fast-charging.
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Mounting Options

Nova & Viva’s design enables versatile mounting beneath or above the desk to suit a range of application 
areas requiring convenient access to power and charging technology. The unique clamp design features 
integrated cable routing concealing cables from view.
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Viva series shown
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Nova

Viva
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